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The recently proposed Atomistic Structure Learning Algorithm (ASLA) builds on neural network
enabled image recognition and reinforcement learning. It enables fully autonomous structure
determination when used in combination with a first-principles total energy calculator, e.g. a density
functional theory (DFT) program. To save on the computational requirements, ASLA utilizes
the DFT program in a single-point mode, i.e. without allowing for relaxation of the structural
candidates according to the force information at the DFT level. In this work, we augment ASLA to
establish a surrogate energy model concurrently with its structure search. This enables approximative
but computationally cheap relaxation of the structural candidates before the single-point energy
evaluation with the computationally expensive DFT program. We demonstrate a significantly
increased performance of ASLA for building benzene while utilizing a surrogate energy landscape.
Further we apply this model-enhanced ASLA in a thorough investigation of the c(4× 8) phase of the
Ag(111) surface oxide. ASLA successfully identifies a surface reconstruction which has previously
only been guessed on the basis of scanning tunnelling microscopy images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Structure determination is a cornerstone in the de-
velopment of new functional materials for applications
as photo-voltaics, thermoelectrics, electrolytes, and het-
erogeneous catalysts1. Often, advances in creating new
such materials are lead by experimental discoveries and
subsequent characterization of the compounds serve to
identify their precise structure and composition at the
atomic scale. Once the structure of a material is known,
its physico-chemical properties may be rationalized on
theoretical grounds providing a basis for further improve-
ments. The process of structure determination is highly
non-trivial and is hampered by the rapid growth with
problem size of both the configurational space and the
cost of the individual first principles quantum mechanical
computer calculations required.
A number of strategies for automated structural search
have emerged. These include simulated annealing based
on molecular dynamics (MD)2 and stochastic search based
on e.g. basin hopping3 or even evolutionary algorithms4–9.
The recent developments in machine learning (ML) tech-
niques in chemical physics10 have successfully been in-
troduced to lower the computational demands for these
search strategies. One method has been to model the
potential energy landscape accurately with kernel based
methods11–13 or neural networks14–17 so that many expen-
sive energy and force evaluations necessary for the MD
and the local relaxations can be circumvented. Typically,
the machine learning models are trained on-the-fly with
active learning protocols18–37 and improved as more and
more first-principles datapoints are accumulated. Other
means for speeding up structural searches with machine
learning have been the introduction of acquisition func-
tions, based on Bayesian statistics, balancing exploration
and exploitation38,39, the clustering analysis in the selec-
tion of evolutionary populations40, the estimation of local
energies to guide mutation and cross-over operations in
evolutionary searches41–43, and the construction of artifi-
cially convex energy landscapes for initial relaxation of
evolutionary candidates44,45.
Notwithstanding the considerable computational
speedups that ML techniques have lead to in structural
determination, the underlying search paradigm remains of
stochastic nature. This means that as a catalogue of more
and more likely structural candidates is constructed, no
knowledge or understanding of the bonding mechanism
is developed and identifying more candidates still relies
on the element of chance. To tackle this issue, we have
recently proposed the Atomistic Structure Learning Algo-
rithm (ASLA)46, which uses neural network based image
recognition and reinforcement learning to iteratively con-
struct the most stable atomic structure given only the cell
and the stoichiometry. ASLA is designed to develop a ra-
tional search strategy in which interatomic arrangements
are introduced because they appear plausible based on
prior data. ASLA reads discretized 2D or 3D image rep-
resentations of molecular compounds and solids. It builds
the next promising structure, conducts a single-point, i.e.
an unrelaxed, first-principles energy calculation, and uses
this new structure-stability datapoint to train the neural
network.
In this work, we extend ASLA to include a surrogate
energy landscape that is constructed on-the-fly. When-
ever ASLA proposes a new structure, the structure is
subjected to a computationally inexpensive local relax-
ation in the model before the computationally expensive
first-principles single-point calculation is conducted. The
method is shown to dramatically increase the performance
of ASLA when applied to solving for the most stable
C6H6-isomer, which is benzene. We further apply ASLA
with surrogate model relaxations to the problem of find-
ing the most stable geometry and stoichiometry of the
Ag(111) c(4 × 8)-phase surface, which has been experi-
mentally and theoretically investigated in Refs. 47 and
48. Ag(111) oxide surfaces are known to be catalysts for
the important ethene epoxidation reaction and have been
studied for decades. Yet the structure of such systems
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FIG. 1. Flowchart showing the three phases of ASLA. The
green nodes highlight the contributions from this paper. The
blue polygon represents the CNN producing the Q-value map,
while the surrogate energy model, in which the relaxation is
performed, is schematically represented as the blue curve in
the structure-energy plot. The true energy curve is shown in
black and black dots are training points, while the shaded area
marks the model uncertainty. Both the CNN and the surrogate
energy model improve in each episode, leaving ASLA better
equipped for building low-energy structures in later episodes.
continue to surprise49. The important catalytic proper-
ties together with the rich structural diversity calls for
reliable, automated global search algorithms for structure
determination.
The paper is outlined as follows. In the first section, we
introduce the details of the model. In the second section,
we demonstrate the performance increase for a simple
benzene system, where many restarts can be made and
good statistics obtained. Lastly, in the the final section,
we employ our algorithm to identify the aforementioned
Ag(111) oxide surface structure. Doing so, we employ
the method for a large number of different silver oxide
stoichiometries. The most stable structure is identified
and discussed.
II. ASLA
In the Atomistic Structure Learning Algorithm
(ASLA)46,50,51, the global optimization problem of struc-
ture search is formulated as a reinforcement learning
problem, where an agent learns to build the most stable
atomistic structure. The learning appears in episodes, in
each of which, the agent itself creates a new prospective
atomistic structure whose total energy is provided by an
external density functional theory (DFT) program52,53.
Each learning episode contains three distinct phases, the
building phase, the evaluation phase, and the training
phase as illustrated in the flowchart given in Fig. 1.
In the building phase, ASLA commences by construct-
ing a new structural candidate by following the policy as
guided by the current state of the agent. It starts from a
template structure, s0, (possibly an empty computational
cell) and proceeds iteratively to a final state, sT , such
that a total of Natom atoms have been placed, as further
detailed in Fig. 2 a. In each iteration the intermediate
state, st, is given to the agent equipped with a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN), that responds with its
expectation, Q(st, at), of the reward for the most stable
final structure attainable if action, at, is taken. An action
is the combined information about position and type of
the next atom to be placed, and a reward is a function
whose maximum coincides with the most stable final struc-
ture found at any time, see Refs.46,50 for details. With
discretization of space, all possible actions for each type
of atom can be represented on a 2D or 3D grid depending
on the problem being solved. The expected rewards for
all possible actions can hence be represented as Q-value
maps on such grids. Discretized atomistic structures and
Q-value maps thus share the same data structure as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2 b. The Q-value maps form together
with a policy the basis for a decision process regarding
the actual action, at, taken at state st leading to state
st+1. We employ a modified epsilon-greedy policy. This
means that ordinarily it is the expected most rewarding
action (greedy), which is chosen, but occasionally with
some small likelihood (epsilon) a stochastic element is
used in choosing the action46.
After constructing a candidate from the policy we add
in the present version of ASLA a new element, namely
a structural relaxation. The changes that a structural
candidate undergoes during this are illustrated in Fig. 2 c.
The structure relaxation seeks to identify the nearest local
minimum energy structure in the vicinity of the structure
just built. To avoid any significant computational expense
of this operation, it is carried out in a surrogate energy
landscape described in the next section. After completing
the relaxation, the atom positions are adjusted slightly
(snapped to grid) to ensure that the relaxed structure,
now s˜T , can be represented on the grid used for training
the agent.
The reinforcement learning episode proceeds with the
evaluation phase which is a single-point DFT calculation
of the total energy, Etot, of structure, s˜T . This is the
presumed computationally most intensive operation of
the learning episode. Once finished, a set of state-action-
energy datapoints for each iteration of the candidate-from-
policy construction of this episode may be stored in the
memory in the store-in-memory event. Since the candi-
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FIG. 2. a A candidate structure is constructed atom-by-atom in the candidate-from-policy operation by iteratively consulting
a CNN (shown in b) and following the modified epsilon-greedy policy described in the text. This results in the sequence of
structures, s0, . . . , sT . c The final structure, sT , is relaxed in the surrogate energy model, resulting in the s˜T -structure, for
which the total energy is evaluated. d The s˜T -structure is decomposed atom-by-atom to obtain the sequence, s˜0, . . . , s˜T , which
is stored in the ASLA memory together with the energy, and used for training of both the CNN and the surrogate energy model.
date construction was proceeded by some relaxation, the
state-action pairs will most likely deviate from the actual
states, st, visited and actual actions, at, taken during the
build action. Assuming, however, that atoms are placed
in the same order, the state-action pairs, (s˜t, a˜t), that
would have led directly to the snapped, relaxed structure,
s˜T , can be determined, cf. Fig. 2 d, and stored with Etot
in the memory.
The reinforcement learning episode continues with a
training phase, where the CNN and surrogate energy
model are updated. The CNN is trained by first extracting
a batch of state-action-energy pairs from the most recent,
most-favorable and random episodes from the memory,
such that the batch comprises 5 × Natom state-action-
energy pairs. The energies are transformed to reward
values, r ∈ [−1, 1], and the batch is expanded by rotated
and mirrored versions of the state-action-energy pairs.
The weights of the CNN are updated by a backpropagation
step with a learning rate of 10−3 that decreases the total
mean squared error between the predicted value and the
reward for state-action-energy pairs in the batch.
In the present work, we employ the same architecture
for the neural network as in Refs.46,50,51. It is thus a con-
volutional neural network (CNN) with three hidden layers
and 10 kernels per layer, all with the leaky-ReLU activa-
tion function, except for the output, where a hyperbolic
tangent function is applied. The structure is represented
as a one-hot encoded matrix, which represents the xy- or
xyz-coordinates in the first two or three dimensions, and
the atom type in a final dimension. Penalizing terms are
employed following Refs.46,50.
As a final operation during the learning phase of a
reinforcement learning episode, an improved surrogate
energy model is prepared for the next episode. This
is done in the train-surrogate-model operation, which
represents the final new element introduced to ASLA in
this work. The surrogate energy model extracts from the
memory (s˜T , Etot) datapoints and constructs a structure-
energy model. The details of the model are given in the
next section.
Upon starting the reinforcement learning cycle, the
neural network representing the agent can be initial-
ized randomly meaning that ASLA learns completely
autonomously from its interaction with the DFT program
with no other input than the template, s0, and the stoi-
chiometry of the final structure, sT . It may, however, ben-
efit largely in a transfer learning setting, where network
weights are inherited from a prior ASLA run solving a sim-
4pler problem. Initially, before sufficient structure-energy
datapoints have been collected and stored in memory, a
sufficiently reliable surrogate model cannot be established,
and the relax operation is simply skipped.
III. SURROGATE MODEL
For the surrogate model, a Gaussian process (GP) re-
gression model54 is used. The model is trained on feature
representations of the final structures and their total ener-
gies. The use of a feature representation means that the
GP model incorporates e.g. rotational and translational
energy invariances directly, unlike the CNN model used
for the agent, which has to learn that via the applied data
augmentation. The GP regression model, thus learns the
underlying energy landscape more efficiently from the
training data compared to what would be expected from
using a CNN model. However, contrary to using a CNN
for the Q-value map evaluation, using a GP model would
be computationally expensive owing to the cost of evalu-
ating the feature representation at every pixel in the map.
It can therefore not form the basis for the policy guided
building step in ASLA, where a CNN with its inexpensive
image representation is preferred. A further reason why a
CNN is preferred for the Q-value map prediction is that
Q-values depend on the final structures that can be built
from incomplete ones. Thus the Q-value evaluation must
predict the consequences of future actions, something
which is better done with the deep learning capabilities
of the CNN.
A GP is specified by its prior mean, µ(x), and co-
variance function (the kernel), k(x,x′), which expresses
the beliefs about the system prior to any observations.
The training consists of inferring the posterior distribu-
tion, which takes into account the observed training data,
D = {X,E}. The posterior can be analytically expressed
due to the well-behaved marginalization properties of
the GP. Namely, the posterior is also a GP with mean
function given by
E(x∗) = kT∗ (K + σ
2
nI)−1[E − µ(x)] + µ(x). (1)
where K = k(X,X) is the kernel matrix, k∗ = k(X,x∗)
and σn is a regularization hyperparameter that acts to
prevent overfitting (we use σn = 3.2 ·10−3). The posterior
mean is taken as the model prediction of the energy. Com-
putationally, the training is dominated by the inversion of
the kernel matrix, which scales with the number of data
points as O(n3).
To take advantage of the rotational, translational and
permutation symmetries of quantum chemistry, struc-
tures are represented by feature vectors that exhibit these
symmetries. In this work, we choose the fingerprint de-
scriptors of Oganov and Valle55.
The kernel is chosen to be a sum of two Gaussians with
different length scales, similar to that proposed in56
k(x,x′) = θ0
(
(1− β)e−|x−x′|2/2λ21 + βe−|x−x′|2/2λ22) (2)
where x are the feature vectors and θ0 is the maximal co-
variance. Using two length scales, λ1 and λ2, improves the
model by allowing the kernel to capture trends in a large,
sparsely sampled configuration space, while maintaining
resolution in smaller, more densely sampled regions. The
prior mean is chosen to be a short-ranged repulsive po-
tential, which is generally present between atoms. This
naturally prohibit atoms to get too close during structure
relaxations with the model, which may cause convergence
problems when the total energy is evaluated. The fea-
ture vector is analytically differentiable with respect to
the Cartesian coordinates, which allows us to obtain the
predicted force according to the model. The relaxation is
performed by iteratively moving the atoms based on the
predicted force.
In training the model, the hyperparameters, (θ0, λ1, λ2),
are optimized by maximizing the log marginal likelihood57.
For the training data, only the 500 lowest energy struc-
tures from the ASLA memory is used. This ensures that
the model resolves the low-energy part of the configu-
ration space, while keeping the computational training
time small. No effort is thus made to capture high-energy
structures in irrelevant parts of the configuration space.
The model is not meant to reproduce total energies
with high accuracy. Rather, the purpose of the model
is to guide ASLA into local minima of the configuration
space in order to aid the global search. Therefore, we
measure the models performance by the improvement in
the number of ASLA episodes needed to solve a global
optimization problem, instead of an error with respect to
a test set.
IV. BENZENE EXAMPLE
Having introduced to ASLA that candidates built from
the policy may be relaxed in a surrogate energy landscape,
we now turn to probe how it affects the overall perfor-
mance of ASLA. In order to be able to make convincing
statistics we choose to have ASLA solve the problem of
building the most stable molecule given six carbon atoms
and six hydrogen atoms, i.e. C6H6. The total energy
expression is provided by a density functional based tight
binding (DFTB) energy expression using the DFTB+
implementation58, since this provides a sufficiently ac-
curate description that the correct chemical bonds are
formed, yet at a much reduced computational cost com-
pared to a DFT energy expression. As the solution turns
out to be the planar molecule benzene, we address this
problem with a 2D space. For this a grid spacing of 0.25
A˚ is used.
The performance of ASLA is gauged by restarting the
structural search a great number of times with no data in
the memory and with random initialization of the CNN.
By compiling as a function of episode count, the share
of search runs that have found the benzene molecule, we
arrive at the success curves displayed in Fig. 3. The blue
curve shows the performance of standard ASLA without
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FIG. 3. Success curves based on 200 restarts. The standard
ASLA (blue curve) is outperformed by ASLA augmented with
model relaxations (green curve), without any additional energy
evaluations. The grey curve shows the performance when
DFTB relaxations are used in place of the model relaxations,
imitating a perfectly trained model.
model relaxations, while the green curve shows the per-
formance when the model relaxations are included. The
here-proposed ASLA with model relaxations outperforms
the standard ASLA by a wide margin. While standard
ASLA needs ≈ 7000 episodes for 10% of the restarts to
identify benzene, ASLA with model relaxations attains
this after less than 1000 episodes.
The green success curve for the model-relaxed ASLA
shows, however, one convergence issue. The fact that it
levels off at about 60% success after about 2000 episodes
means that the 40% of the restarts that have not found
benzene within the first 2000 episodes stand a small chance
of doing so in the remaining 6000 episodes of the runs.
To probe the origin of this, we conducted a set of search
runs, in which the relaxations of the policy-built candidate
structures were done in the full DFTB energy landscape
rather than with the on-the-fly learnt surrogate energy
landscape. The grey curve in Fig. 3 shows the resulting
success curve, which evidences that when relaxing can-
didates in the DFTB energy landscape, the stagnation
almost vanishes. About 80% of the restarts have found
benzene after 2000 episodes, and in the following 6000
episodes about half of the remaining restarts do so.
We consequently attribute the stagnation of the model-
relaxed ASLA to errors in the surrogate energy model.
Note, however, that the DFTB relaxation scheme uses
several order of magnitudes more DFTB energy evalua-
tions per episode, than does the model relaxation scheme,
where one episode corresponds to one DFTB single-point
energy evaluation. This renders the model relaxation
scheme far superior when more refined and computation-
ally expensive DFT or quantum chemistry methods are
used as the total energy expression.
Candidate from policy
Episode: 100
After model relaxation
Episode: 200
Episode: 500
Episode: 900
FIG. 4. The structures built according to the Q-value directed
policy (left) and their appearance being relaxed in the model
and snapped to the grid (right) for different stages of a search.
The model potential quickly learns to locally optimize the
structure that ASLA produces. In turn, ASLA learns more
quickly to build stable structures (cf. Fig. 3).
Possible solutions to the stagnation issue could be
the introduction of more advanced model energy expres-
sions than the presently used one, or the development
of schemes to reset the surrogate model upon detection
of stagnation. Note that a single restart will not know
if it has ceased to find better structures because it has
identified the global minimum energy structure or because
it uses an insufficiently accurate model for the relaxation
and finds a higher lying energy structure. In practice,
when searching for an unknown global minimum energy
structure, all restarts would therefore need to have their
model reset once they consistently produce the same best
6a b
c d
FIG. 5. The experimental STM images and conjectured atom-
istic structures. a and c reprinted with permission from Mar-
tin et al The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 118, 15324
(2014). Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society. b and
d adapted from Ref. 47.
structure over and over again.
Having seen that ASLA improves significantly upon
adding the presently proposed model-relaxation, it is in-
structive to inspect the degree of relaxation as a function
of reinforcement episodes. Figure 4 presents one such
study for a randomly chosen restart. It shows the policy-
built structure and the corresponding model-relaxed struc-
ture after 100, 200, 500, and 900 episodes. After 100 and
200 episodes, the agents CNN has not developed suffi-
ciently yet as to consistently build molecules with chemical
meaningful coordinations. However, the surrogate energy
model has learnt enough to provide for relaxation of the
atoms into having more proper interatomic distances. Af-
ter 500 episodes, the policy-built structure still lacks a bit
on C-C coordination and C-H bond lengths and it leaves
some H as isolated atoms. All of these deficiencies are
remedied by the model-relaxation and by 900 episodes,
the agents starts to know how to build benzene in need
of only very minor bond adjustments, mainly pertain-
ing to the large grid spacing used. Note, that the CNN
benefits from the improved training examples provided
by the model relaxations, and learns to build reasonable
structures faster than in the standard ASLA scheme.
V. AG(111) OXIDE SURFACE
We now turn to apply ASLA with model relaxation to
an outstanding problem in materials science. Specifically,
we will be concerned with the oxidation of the Ag(111)-
FIG. 6. The ASLA setup. Starting from above, an incomplete
surface oxide structure on a two-layer Ag(111) template is
shown. Red spheres are oxygen atoms, and grey spheres are
silver atoms. The transparent box highlights the c(4× 8) unit
cell. The two lowest layers of Ag atoms, two Ag(111) layers,
are part of the template, while the upper most Ag atoms and
all O atoms are being placed by ASLA. The convolutional
neural network is fed with seven layers of allowed O positions
(the brown grids) and with three layers of possible Ag positions
(the grey grids). It outputs Q-values for all available oxygen
atomic positions and for silver positions in the upper layer. In
the final lower structure, an extra O atom has been added at
the position of highest Q-value following a greedy policy.
surface, which has been shown to exhibit a rich variety
of stoichiometries and phases during growth of surface
oxide layers. Schnadt and co-workers47,48 have reported
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) topographs of a
number of such phases, one of which, the c(4× 8)-phase,
is reproduced in Fig. 5. To the best of our knowledge,
7Ag3O6 Ag4O6 Ag5O6 Ag6O6 Ag7O6
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FIG. 7. Free energy, ∆G evaluated at ∆µO = −0.5 eV, for
the most stable Ag(111)-c(4× 8)-AgXOY surface oxides found
by ASLA.
no systematic structural search has been carried out for
this particular surface oxide phase on Ag(111), yet in
the original paper a structural model was put forward47.
By having ASLA perform the structural search given the
experimentally determined surface unit cell, but covering
a large range of Ag-O stoichiometries for the surface oxide,
we confirm below the originally conjectured model in a
set of ASLA runs.
In our search for the Ag(111)-c(4×8) silver oxide phase,
ASLA is used to identify the best possible structure of a
mono-layer silver oxide on top of a bulk truncated Ag(111)
template. For the surface oxide, it is assumed that all
Ag atoms occupy positions whose heights coincide with
that of an extra unrelaxed Ag(111) layer, z0, while all
O atoms occupy some of seven different heights evenly
distributed around such a Ag(111) layer, i.e. ranging from
1.6 to 3.1 A˚ above the Ag(111) template. For the in-plane
positions of the Ag and O atoms, any values on a 2D grid
with grid spacing 0.255 A˚ are allowed. Figure 6 depicts
these discretized positions as they are fed into the neural
network. The seven brown layers hold the O atoms, while
the three grey layers hold the Ag atoms. As a template
of preplaced Ag atoms, the bottom two grey layers are
prepopulated with two Ag(111) layers. The CNN, shown
schematically as the blue polygon in Fig. 6, outputs Q-
values for all oxygen layers and for the upper Ag layer
as shown by the bluish raster plots in the figure. The
network does not need to output any Q-values for the
lower two Ag layers, since these are already fully occupied.
During the model relaxation the silver atoms are con-
strained to move in the xy-plane, while the oxygen atoms
are constrained to move freely between z = 1.6 A˚ and
z = 3.1 A˚, which does not represent any further approx-
imation given that the atomic position are snapped to
the grid heights within these bounds at the end of the
building phase.
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FIG. 8. Free energy, ∆G as a function of ∆µO for the most
stable Ag(111)-c(4×8)-AgXOY surface oxides found by ASLA
for Y = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 when varying X from 3 to 7.
The evaluation phase is conducted using DFT. The
structures are handled with the atomic simulation envi-
ronment (ASE)59 and the DFT based total energies are
evaluated with the grid-based projector augmented wave
package gpaw53. For the exchange-correlation functional,
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) expression is used60.
ASLA was used to build AgXOY structures on top of
Ag(111)-c(4× 8) for 3 ≤ X ≤ 7 and 2 ≤ Y ≤ 6. For each
combination of (X,Y ) ASLA was restarted at least 10
times until the best structure found agreed in at least 5
of the restarts, except for some of the Ag7OY runs, where
only a few restarts agreed on the best structure before
the allocated resources were spent. Once identified by
ASLA, the best surface oxide structure ever found for
each restart was transferred to 5 layered Ag(111) slabs
and relaxed unconstrained. The structure and stability of
these surface oxide models are discussed in the following.
We compare the different stoichiometries by their Gibbs
free energy according to61:
∆G(T, p) = EDFT − EDFTslab −XµAg − Y µO(T, p), (3)
where EDFT is the DFT energy of the full structure, EDFTslab
is the DFT energy of the Ag(111)-c(4× 8) five layer slab
without the surface oxide, and where µAg and µO are
the chemical potentials of silver and oxygen, respectively.
Note, that we neglect the small vibrational and config-
urational contributions to the Gibbs free energy of the
surface structures. The silver chemical potential, µAg,
is taken to be the chemical potential of a silver atom
situated in the bulk position, calculated as the difference
per Ag atom of 6 and 5 layer thick Ag(111) slabs. The
oxygen chemical potential is a function of the di-oxygen
8FIG. 9. Top and side view of the most stable AgXOY structures for each value of Y investigated in this work.
pressure, p, and the temperature, T 61:
µO(T, p) =
1
2
(
EDFTO2 + µ˜O2(T, p
0) + kBT ln
(
p
p0
))
(4)
where EDFTO2 is the DFT total energy of the di-oxygen
molecule, µ˜O2(T, p
0) is the translational, rotational, and
vibrational contributions to the free energy of an O2
gas at a reference pressure, p0, and kB is Boltzmanns
constant. It is seen that the absolute value of µO(T, p)
depends on the specific computational settings through
EDFTO2 . To circumvent that, it is convenient to quote only
the (T, p)-dependent part of the chemical potential:
∆µO(T, p) = µO(T, p)− 1
2
EDFTO2 (5)
whenever a chemical potential is specified.
With the thermodynamic considerations in place, it is
now possible to compare the stability of the most stable
structures found by ASLA. Figure 7 does so in the form
of a raster plot of the free energy, ∆G, evaluated at an
oxygen chemical potential of ∆µO = −0.5 eV, correspond-
ing approximately to ambient conditions, i.e. a pressure
of 1 atm and a temperature of 300 K61. The plot shows
a clear optimal stability for a surface oxide of Ag5O4
stoichiometry, and it brings evidence that sufficient varia-
tion in the stoichiometry has been considered to call this
the thermodynamic most stable state at this chemical
potential for oxygen.
In Fig. 8 a diagram of the free energy as a function of
∆µO is shown. The diagram builds on the most stable
AgXOY structure for every considered value of Y , i.e.
Ag4O2, Ag6O3, Ag5O4, Ag6O5, and Ag4O6 surface oxides.
The diagram shows that over a wide range of chemical
potential for oxygen, the Ag5O4 surface oxide remains
the most stable.
FIG. 10. Structures with similar motifs found for different
stoichometries. a-c show network-like structures for Ag3O2,
Ag4O2 and Ag5O2. d-f show structures for Ag5O3, Ag5O4
and Ag5O5. Here, identical motifs are found for the Ag-atoms,
while the oxygen sites are filled as more oxygen are intro-
duced. Note that all structures above are found in separate,
independent ASLA runs.
The structures leading to the free energy diagram in
Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 9. They expose a rich variety of
chemical bonding motifs involving the Ag and O atoms
within the surface oxide. Inspecting the structures in Fig.
9, the first one appears network type with voids, the next
one resembles the first, but with reduced Ag3 islands in the
voids, while the remaining three structures appear to have
both Ag and and O atoms highly dispersed in the surface
oxide layer. As the oxygen content increases from left to
right in the figure, ASLA eventually identifies the need
for including O2 motifs when tasked with accommodating
a large amount of oxygen within the surface oxide.
9FIG. 11. a The Ag5O4 structure and b the corresponding
simulated STM image. The simulated STM agrees well with
the experimental STM image (see Fig. 5 a and b).
The large diversity in the optimal structures shown
in Fig. 9 testifies to ASLAs ability to identify a highly
diverse set of chemically meaningful structures as the sto-
ichiometry is varied. Conversely, collecting series of some
of the sub-optimal structures found, it can be realized
that ASLA often finds the same structural skeleton for
different stoichiometries. This is illustrated in Fig. 10a-c,
where it is seen that ASLA in independent searches for
Ag3O2 and Ag5O2 stoichiometries finds again the opti-
mal Ag4O2 structure only with one Ag atom removed
or added. Likewise, Fig. 10d-f shows how Ag5O3 and
Ag5O5 structures are identified by ASLA that either lack
one O or contain an extra O compared to the optimal
Ag5O4. A full account of all structures found is given in
the supplementary material.
Focusing on the Ag5O4 surface oxide that we identify
as the preferred structure, we note that ASLA has indeed
found the same structure that was proposed by Schnadt
et al47. In Fig. 11 we present a Tersoff-Hermann type
simulated STM topograph, that indeed matches the ex-
perimental STM one shown in Fig. 5. We thus conclude
that ASLA with very little input (i.e. the surface unit
cell and some choice for discretization of space) is capa-
ble of deducing the structure of a complicated surface
oxide. It does so without requiring any human input of
expected structural motifs or other presumed knowledge
of chemical bonding within the surface oxide.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have augmented ASLA with relaxations in a model
potential, dramatically increasing the performance. The
improvements come with no need for extra electronic-
structure energy evaluations, and little overhead due to
training the model and the relaxation procedure itself. We
applied the improved ASLA to a Ag(111) oxide surface,
where a proposed structure was confirmed by a thorough
search.
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